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Abstract. This paper addresses the study of the controllability and stability of the eqUilibrium in 
economic models which relate the unemployment level to the government expenditure. The inter
esting cases when the government expenditure is either bounded or a linear function of the national 
income are specifically considered. The relationships between both variables, namely, unemploy
ment growth level and government expenditure is obtained by considering a Keynesian static model 
for the national income as well as a differential unemployment-inflation model of Phillips type. 
Both models are used to derive a new combined one by eliminating the common variable "taxes" 
which is driven by the investment and government expenditure. 
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1. Introduction 

When dealing with economic models, an equilibrium analysis is normally performed 
(Chiang, 1984) while a dynamic analysis is very seldom considered (see, for instance, 
Medvegyev, 1984; Tabuchi, 1986; Popkov, 1988). The main reasons for this choice is 
that many economic variables require to have a precise model. These variables are often 
dependent on each other although some of them are considered endogenous for analysis 
purposes while others are stated as external inputs. The precise separation between the 
above two types is often difficult because of the interactions inherent to many economic 
models. The development of high-speed powerful computers has enabled econometri
cians to design high-complexity models with the largest feasible number of unknowns 
and equations. However, the associated high operating costs has led very often to the use 
of smaller size models which can be operated with comparatively less difficulties (Med
vegyev, 1984; Balasko, 1984; Ivanov, 1992; Morishima, 1960; Tabuchi, 1986; Popkov, 

1988). It can be pointed out that another reason for the pressure for small analytical mod
els comes from the difficulty of seeing what happens in the large-scale models where the 
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chain of events which produce the obtained results cannot be easily discussed or inter
preted. This viewpoint is adopted in this paper when dealing with a static national income 

model and a dynamic unemployment-inflation one which are both related by eliminating 
the common input "taxes". The new model is driven by the investment and government 
expenditure which consists of two additive components, namely, an exogenous one to 
be designed for some specific purpose and a component being linearly dependent on the 
current level of unemployment. The free-design exogenous expenditure component is 
designed in particular to achieve the main objective in this paper, namely, the analytical 
study oriented to reach a predefined level of unemployment rate in a prescribed time. 
The overall government expenditure can be considered, if suited, as national income
dependent. The incorporation of more complexity in the models could be addressed by 
including the presence of unmodelled dynamics (Balasko, 1984; Di Benedetto et al.; De 
la Sen, 1993) with associate extra constraints in the production and consumption bal
ances. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents both the national income and 
unemployment-expected inflation rate initial models which lead to a combined economic 
model which is obtained by relating the above two models through the taxes. It is assumed 
that the government expenditure is a combination of the two above mentioned additive 
components. The controllability, stability and equilibrium point are examined as being 
dependent on the proportional coefficient used in the government expenditure for the un
employment financial support. Some particular cases of interest are discussed in Section 
3 concerning the statement of a constant expected inflation rate objective, and the use of 
phase state-variables (namely, the expected inflation time-derivative is proportional to the 
current unemployment level). In Section 4, the study of Sections 2 and 3 is extended to 
two more realistic situations, namely, (a) the overall government expenditure is propor
tional to the national income, and (b) the government expenditure is upper-bounded by a 
prefixed bound. Some numerical examples are given in Section 5 and, finally, conclusions 
end the paper. 

2. The Rate of Unemployment Growth-Government Expenditure Differential 
Model 

2.1. Initial Models 

Consider the following two models: 

(Ml): Y = C+lo+Go, 

C = a + b(Y - T), 

T = d+tTY, 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lc) 

which is a standard Keynes national income model. The exogenous inputs are 10 (ex
ogenously determined investment) and Go (government expenditure). The endogenous 
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variables are Y (national income) and T (taxes), a > 0, d' > 0, ° < b < 1, ° < tT < 1 
are fixed parameters related to the static situation and the rates of growth of the associated 
variables 

(M2): p = w - IT, 

w = Cl -:- /3U + h1r, 
d1r .. 
dt = j(p - 1r), 

dU Tt= k(p-m), 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(2d) 

which is an unemployment-expected inflation model, where u· is the level of the unem
ployment rate; p and 1r are the rates of inflation and expected inflation and wand m are 
the rates of growth of money wage and balance, respectively and j ~ 1, h ~ 1, k, /3, l 
and Cl are positive constants. The l--constantregulates how the taxes increase makes t~ 
decrease the inflation rate. An empirical interpretation of (2.2) is that inflation is reduced 
by taxes because an increase in taxes can result in limiting prices since the economical 
possibilities of consumption of the population become reduced. Eq. 2.a could be cor
rected by using the rates of taxes but, in practice, the policies of taxes are not modified 
by governments during large periods of time so that the level of taxes assumed to be con
stant influences negatively in the inflation during short periods of time on whiCh the taxes 
level can be assumed to be constant Also, Eq. 2.b can be corrected by replaCing U with 
(U ,... UN) with UN being the natural rate of unemployment. Then, if the expectations are 
correct p = 1r and U = UN (Le., the current unemployment rate equals the given natural 
rate). It is assumed with no loos in generality that UN = 0. Otherwise, all the subsequent 
results could be reformulated with the change of variable U -+ (U - UN)' Eqs. (2.a)
(2.b) are known as the expectation-augmented Phillips relations while Eqs. (2.c)-(2.d) 
are the adaptive expectations and growth of unemployment rule, respectively (Chiang, 
1984). Eliminating T in (Ml), one gets directly: 

T = a' + b'(Io + Go); 

, = ~ [(1 - b)d + tTa] . 
a l 1 + (tT - l)b ' 

b' _ ~ [ tT ]. 
- l 1 + (tT - l)b . 

(3) 

which reflects the fact that the taxes are endogenous variables dependent on the invest
ment and government expenditure. The following assumption is now introduced and then 
used or assumed to be violated in the some of the various obtained results. Also, related 
comments are given on its interpretation. It reflects the logic idea that the unemployment 
financial support by the government should be proportional to its current rate of growth. 
However, the irrelevance of such an Assumption will be then seen since the government 
expenditure for this purpose over a predefined time period could be alternatively concen
trated at a fixed decision time without alterating the final results of achieving a prefixed 
level of unemployment rate. This can be performed by using the exogenous component 
of the government expenditure to support the unemployment. 
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ASSUMPTION 1. (The attractive assumption but, in practive, irrelevant.) The government 
expenditure is a linear function of the unemployment growth rate having a free-design 

exogenous component, i. e., Go = Gos + J.LU(J.L >- 0), in order to provide the economy 
of the country with unemployment-dependent financial support. 

Since the growth rate of unemployment is normaIly neglectable related to the unem

ployment level, we can consider that the constant term Gos includes an additive term 
which is proportional to that level and which is used over large periods, compared to 
the time in which an significant change of unemployment level is registered, to maintain 
the residual unemployment level in the case when U = 0, i. e., the unemployment stops 
growing. Under such an hypothesis, the term proportional to the unempJoyment level 
could be approximated by using the initial conditions for such a level during the obser
vation time. The use of such an approach would not modify the theoretical results we 
obtain in the foIlowing developments. A nice discussion about when keeping or violating 
Assumption 1 wiII be later discussed in CoroIlary 2.2 and it wiII arrive together with the 
arguments in Remarks 2 to the practical irrelevance of Assumption 1 since the associ
ated gradual support for unemployment can be equivalently substituted by a punctual but 

sufficient exogenou~ government expenditure, i.e .• G = Gos (with Gos -:F Gos) without 
modifying the expected results. The questions to be now addressed in the rest of the paper 
are how long will the economy. need to get to the equilibrium state and whether policy 
is needed to get there faster or to alter the initial conditions and hence determine what 
the natural rate is actually going to be. Using Assumption 1 into (3) and introducing the 
obtained expression for T into (2.a)-(2.b) leads directly to the next two identities: 

T = a' + b'(Io + Gos + J.LU), 

p = a - a" - b'Gos - {3'U + hrr, 

where 

/I _ '+ b' _ (1 - b)d + (1 + a)tr 
a - a-I + (tr - l)b ' 

{3" = {3' + b'J.L = (1- b){3 + (b{3 + J.L)tr 
1 + (tr -l}b 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Since b, t E (0,1). then 1 + (tr -l)b > 0 so that {3' > (3 > O. The substitution of (5) 
into (2.c) and (2.d) yields directly the next combined .model from (M 1) and (M2): 

2.2. Resulting Unemployment-Expected Inflation Model 

(M3) drr . [ 11 I I (. ) 1 : dt =Ja-a Io-bGos-{3U+ h-1rr, (7a) 

dU [ 11 I I 1 di = k a - a 10 - b Gos - {3 U + hrr - m , (7b) 
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which is driven by the static exogenous component of the government expenditure, the 
rate of growth of money balance and the investment. 

2.3. Controllability and Stability in the (-rr, U) - Plane of(M3) 

Eq. 7 can be rewritten more compactly as 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu + w = Ax(t) + Beue, (8) 

where x = (1T, uf, u = (10, Gos, m)T and w = (j, k)T are the state vector, exogenous 
constant input and a constant deterministic disturbance vector with Ue = (uT, a) T being 
an extended input driven additionally by the a - constant, and 

A = [j(h - 1) -j/3'] 
kh -k/3" 

[ ja" -jb' 0] 
B = -ka" -kb' -k ' (9) 

[ H 0] and Be = (B, (j, k)T a). Since rank[B, AB] = rank[B] = rank ~kb' -k = 2 

since j, b' and k are nonzero, the dynamic system is controllable and it can be then driven 
in finite time to any equilibrium by synthesizing the appropriate input. The unforced 
system (i.e., that arising for U e = 0) is always stable since the characteristic equation 

pet (sI - A) = 8 2 + [(1 - h)j + k/3']s + jk/3' = 0 has stable roots 

81,2 = (1/2)[-(k/3' + j(l - h)) ± (k2/3,2 + i(l - h)2 - 2k/3'j(1 + h))!]. (lO) 

From (10), the next result holds under Assumption 1 or in the absence of Assumption .1. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let /3i,2 = (j/k)[l + h ± 2h1/2] >- 0, since h E (0,1). Thus, the 
equilibrium is 

(a) a stable node for /3' E (0, /31] n [/32,00), 
(b) a stablefocus for /3' E (/3~, (32)' 
(c) a center for k = 3, /3' = j(h - 1)/3 < 0 :::} Jl = t [j(h;l) - /3] < 0 from (6b) 

[Assumption 1 is violated]. 

Under Proposition 1 (a)-(b), the system is asymptotically stable. Assume now the next 
technical assumption: 

ASSUMPTION 2. The monetary policy is fixed a priori so that m = mo and w = Wo 

in (8). 

Under Assumption 2, the solution of (8) can be uniquely calculated as 

x(t) = 'ljJ(t)xo + (I t 'ljJ(t - r)dr) (Bouo + wo), all t ~ 0, (11) 
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where Uo = (10, Gosf, Wo = [.io:, k(o: - m)]T and for the case that {3' E (0, {3~] n 
[(32' 00) since the equilibrium point is a node, 

[ -j:: jb'] 
Bo = -ka" -kb' , 

where the constants are given by 

A 2e s1t + A~2t 1 ' 
B2e81t + B:2t 

where K = k2{3,2 + j2(1 - h)2 - 2k{3'j(1 + h). 

(12) 

(l3a) 

(l3b) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

(13e) 

(13t) 

The case of a node is now studied in detail. The constants A(-) and B(.) have to be 
recalculated for the focus case. In that situation, the alternative calculations would be 
direct although more involved. Assume now that the point to be reached in finite time 
is xe = (7?e, Ue)T by generating some input Uo. This is possible since the system is 
controllable. From (l2.b), Bo is nonsingular with Det(Bo) = 2ja"kb' =F ° and f~ 'IjJ(t -
r) dr is nonsingular for almost all finite t since 'IjJ(t) is a fundamental matrix of (8). Thus, 

(14) 

can be u~ed to reach xe in time To from any initial condition Xo = (Po, UO)T provided 
that foTn 'IjJ(To - r) dr = (<Pij (To)) is nonsingular, where 'IjJ(To) is given by (12.a) subject 
to (13) and Bo by (12.b). To calculate <Pij(To), i,j = 1,2, first define auxiliary constants 
01,02 = or I q being a positive real constant to be fixed with 01 E (0,1) such that 

(15a) 

so that To = Ilnotl/s1 = qllri011/s2. Denote k{3' + j(1 - h) = R, then 

S2 R - K1/2 
q = SI = R + Kl/2; R = k{3' + j(1 - h) (15b) 
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is positive. Thus, (14) is evaluated after calculating ('l/Jij (T)) and (cPij (T)) for To fulfill
ing (15) for a given 81 as follows 

Finite - time final point algorithm 
Step I. Compute 

for arbitrary 81 > 0 and q from (16), which is a finite lead-time which exists from the 
rank conditions associated with controllability in Eq. 9. 

Step 2. Calculate the real constants AO and BO from (13). 
Step 3. By using the results of Steps 1-2 with 81 = eS17b , 82 = 8i, calculate 

('l/Jij (To)) leading after straight calculations to 

'l/Jll(To) = ~81(1 + 8d + 1;, [~k,B' + ~j(l - h)] (8i- 1 - 1), (16a) 

'l/J12(To) = ~81(1 - 8i-1), 'l/J21(To) = -B3(1 - 8i-1), (16b) 

'l/J22(To) = ~81(1 + 8i-1) + 'l/J2~~O) [~k,B' + ~j(l - h)] 

x (8i- 1 - 1). (l6c) 

Calculate also cPij (To) = JoTo 'l/Jij (To - T) dT by using the results of (16) leading to 

o (81 -1)T (1 A2[3 ,1. ]) 
cPll(T ) = 81 In(81) + 2 + j,B' 2k,B + 2J(1 - h) 

cP12(To) = I'~2A2; 

cP21(To) = -I'~lB3; cP22(To) = -a~2 +I'~2B3, 

where the next auxiliary constants are used 

I'~2 = jk,B'(~ + h) 2) k2,B,2 + P(l - h)2 - 2k,B'j(1 + h) 

- 81 [R + 8i- 1{R + v'K}], 

I'~1 = 4j~,B' v'K + 81{8i- 1[R - v'Kj- [R + v'K]}, 

, 1 ( 1 , 3. ( ))" 1'22 = - kh 2k,B + 2J 1 - h 1'22' 

a~2 = 4j~,B' [R - ~ {R + v'K - [R + v'K8i-1j81}] 

+ 1 ~ 8i [R _ v'K], 

I'~2 = 4j~,B' [R - ~{R + vK - [R + vK8r1j8r}]. 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(18a) 

(18b) 

(18c) 

(18d) 

(l8e) 
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2.4. Main Results of Section 2 

The first point of interest is searching for the equilibrium points Xe so that xe = O. Thus, 

from (8), subject to (9), 

(19) 

The next result stands directly from (19) as being a demonstration of the natural rate 

idea for the asymptotic achievement of Ue = Ue = 0 since 1+ 1 + (tT - 1)b > 0 since 

bt and b are smaller than unity. 

Theorem 1. The zero-level growth of unemployment is asymptotically achieved under 
Assumptions 1 - 2, irrespective of the choice ofb' provided that 

d> max (0, k -t; -1); m> 1 ~ hand 

() G _ (1 - b)d + (1 + a - k)tT 
a Os - 1 + (tT - 1)b ' 

1 + (tT - 1)b 
10 ~ (1 _ b)d + (1 + a _ k)tT [0: + (h - 1)mJ, or 

1 + (tT -l)b 
(b) 10 = (1 _ b)d + (1 + a _ k)tT [Gos + 0: + (h - 1)m] 

with Gos ~ max(O, (1 - h)m - 0:) if k > a + 1. 

The above result addresses the problem of reaching asymptotically (i.e., as t --+ 00) 

the equilibrium. The use of (14) is related to reach a given objective point Xe , not neces
sarily being equal to X e, in the state trajectory in finite time (i.e., the minimum lead-time 

in controllable systems, see, for instance Kailath (1989», from admissible (i.e., nonneg

ative) initial conditions Uo, 71"0. The next result follows from (4) and it is related to the 
system's capability of reaching a prefixed level of unemployment De in finite time what 

is intuitively obvious from the system's controllability. 

Theorem 2. Under Assumption 2, assume arbitrary initial conditions Xo = (71"0, UO)T. 
Thus, a given final level of unemployment level De is reached intime To, computed ac
cordingly to Step 1 of the Algorithm, provided that the government expenditure for any 
given (positive, i.e., Assumption 1 holds, or nonpositive, i. e., Assumption 1 is violated) JL 
is 
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subject to ('l/Jij) and (<Pij) been given by (16)-(18) provided that 

(21) 

(22) 

with De = C(De)b'[j<P21 - k<P22] + 'l/J211TO + 'l/J22Uo for some final unemployment level
dependent) positive real constant C. 

P .1' F ~ b . b' b C U,.-1/J21 7ro- 22 UO O·f"[·,/.. k'/"] 0 G roo). or 1T e emg ar Itrary ut = bl(jcf>21 -kcf>22 > I a )'1'21 + '1'22 < , Os 

computed from (20) leads to X2(To) = De in (11) with To chosen from Step 1 of the 
algorithm. Gos > 0 is guaranteed under (21), if a"[j<jJ21 + k<P22] > 0, or under (22) 
otherwise. 

Some issues about stability and controllability addressed in Theorems 1 - 2 are dis
cussed in the next remarks relating the current problem at hand to the general theory of 
dynamic systems. 

REMARK 1. Note that while Theorem 1 applies for the asymptotic achievement of the 
eqUilibrium, Theorem 2 is related to the achievement of a given final state in finite time 
based on the controllability property, which is a well-known result in classical theory of 
dynamic systems (Sen, 1993; Kailath, 1989). 

Such a property appears in this paper related to the behavior of two coupled economic 
models. Note that, in the general context, controllability, which implies stabiIizability 
through feedback of an unstable system but not current stability (since a controllable sys
tem can be unstable for the current control policy) is a stronger property than stability 
since under controllability, the equilibrium can be reached after a minimum finite lead
time. However, the converse is not true since a system being currently stable or feedback
stabilizable is not necessarily controllable in the sense that not always the equilibrium 
can be achieved in a minimum finite lead-time. Mathematically, a system is controllable 
iff its closed-loop modes can be freely assigned through feedback while it is stabilizable 
iff there is a feedback control law which places the closed-loop modes anywhere within 
the stable complex plane region, Kailath (1989). In our current problem, both properties 
hold simultaneously. Thus, the system will tend to an equilibrium point unforced, i. e., 
without policy although the particular equilibrium coordinates will depend, in general, 
of the forcing terms established by the policy what is reflected by Eq. 19 linked with 
Eq. 8. Theorem 2 can be reformulated for a prefixed expected inflation on a given unem

ployment growth level or for the achievement in time T of a prefixed state (7?e, UeV by 

simultaneous calculation of Gos and 10 . Note also that for a designed Gos, the necessary 
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values of f3' should be computed numerically. Note that Assumption 1 is not required 
by Theorem 2 but, if f3' > {3 then /-L > 0 and then Assumption 1 holds. Otherwise, As

sumption 1 would be violated without modifying the results, except in the fact that Gos 
depends on /-L, through (6), (15) and (16) since (3 and then 'l/Jij depend on /-L, as it is now 
more clearly discussed in the particular cases dealt with in the next section. 

3. Particular Cases 

Two particular tractable cases are now examined, namely: 
Case 1: j = O. Then 7I"(To) = 71"0 = 7re (To) from (2.c) for all To ~ O. Also, from (9), 

From (10), the eigenvalues are 81 = ¥ and, 81 = -3;(3' from (13) and (16)-(18), 

h 
B3 = (3" 

h(8q - l - 1) 
A. _ --,-.::....1 _--'-
'1"21 - {3' • 

From (13) 

B' 1 
2 = 2' 

Applying now Theorem 2, one gets directly 

-, ,-, -, [ tT] -, - -
Gos = Gos + {3 Gos = Gos + f3 + /-L 1 + (tT -l)b Gos = Gos + /-LGos, 

where 

G _ 3 . ( q-l [1 + (tT - 1)b]7I"0 
os - 2h 81 - 1) 2[(1 _ b)d + (1 + a)tT](l - 8f) 

[1 + (tT -l)b](m - a - b'1o) 
+ (1 - b)d + (1 + a)tT ' 

C' _ 3 1 + (tT - l)b 
os - 2 [(1 - b)d + (1 + a)tT](l - 8f) 

{ I 1 ~ } 
X 2[(81 + 1)8i- - l]Uo - Ue , 

(23) 

(24a) 

(24b) 
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- - tG~s 
GOs = Gos + {3G~s; Gos = 1 = (tr _ l)b 

3 tr {I 
= 2 [(1 - b)d + (1 + a)tr](l _ 8n 2[(81 + 1) 

X 8i- 1 - 1JUo - De }. (24c) 

The next result follows immediately from the above calculations: 

COROLLARY 1. Assume j = 0 so that 71'(t) = 7re = 71'0, all t ~ O. Thus, for any 
given pair (Gos, 8d of positive scalars and any initial conditions (71'0, Uo), it is possi

ble to lead he unemployment growth rate to a prefixed value De ~ 0 if J.L is chosen as 
J.L = Gosl(Gos - Gos). subject to the definitions of (24.c) of Gos, perhaps violating 

Assumption 1 (i.e., J.L < 0). In the same way, if J.L is prefixed then Gos = Gos + J.LGos. 

The interpretation of Corollary 1 is that the final value of De, which is arbitrary. sub
ject to admissibility only but which can be, in particular, fixed to the equilibrium Ue , 

can be reached in arbitrary finite time with an arbitrary prefixed exogenous government 
expenditure provided that J.L is chosen as in Corollary 1 for taxes and, according to (4), 

{3' = {3 + J.Lb' = [1 + (tr - 1)br1 {(I - b){3 + (J.L + b(3)tr}, (25) 

for the current inflation relationship in the combined model (M3) for the given {3 in (M2). 

If J.L is negative (i.e., Assumption 1 is violated) theri the taxes have to be decreased as the 
unemployment growths in order to reach the expected unemployment growth level with 
a given prefixed exogenous government expenditure. 

Case 2: h = 1 so that 

A = -j{3' [ -~h 
j(3' 

[ -ja" -jb"] 
Bo = -ka" -kb' , 

(26) 

Wo = [k(:~ m) ] . 

The negative real eigenvalues, provided that {3' > 0 under Assumption 1, are 

81,2 = ! [-k{3' ± (k2{3,2 - 4{3'j)I/2] and 8i = exp(8iTO), i = 1,2 with 82 = 8i· 

It is well-known that A = p-1 AdP where Ad = Diag(81, 82) and p-l = [1 1] 
81 82 

is a Vandermonde matrix since the state-variables are phase variables in this case; i. e., 

ir(t) = - j{3'U(t). Since the matrix transformation P that diagonalizes A is the same that 

diagonalizes its fundamental matrix 'l/J(t) = exp(At) = p-1 exp(Adt)P, it follows by 
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direct calculations using p-1 and P and 8i (i = 1,2) that 

(27) 

Also, since IoTo est dt = (e sTo - 1)/8 for 8 = 81, 82 then tP2i(To) = IoTo 'ljJ2i(To - r) dr 
(i = 1,2) so that tP2i have have the same expressions as 'ljJu by replacing 81 ~ 8~, 

82 = 8j ~ 82 where 

8~ = 
(81 - 1) _ 2(1 - 81) 

81 - k{3' - (k2 {312 - 4k{3' j)1/2 ' 

8~ = 
(8i - 1) 2(8i ~ 1) 

82 = k{3' - (k2{312 - 4k{3'j) 1/2 . 

To easy the subsequent developments, define the auxiliary variables 

so that Eq. 27 and the corresponding ones for tP2i (i = 1,2) become 

with 

./. - F1 - F2 [J:: J:: ] 
'1-'21 - 2F2 V1 - V2 , 

A.. F1 [J::I '] 1 [ 1 '] 
'1-'22 = 2F2 V2 - 81 +"2 81 + 82 

(28) 

(29) 

(30a) 

(30b) 

so that Gas in Theorem 2 can be rewritten from (28)-(30) and the definition of a" and b' 
as 

. Gos = [1 + (tT - l)b] 
{(l-b)d+ (1 +a)tT} 
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1 x-------------------------------------[j(F1 - F2)(2 - 81 - 82) + k {F1 (81 + 82 - 2)F2(82 - 81)}] 

[(Fl - F2)2 (F1 
X 2 (81 - 82)11"0 + 2(F1 - F2)(82 - 81) 

+ F2 (F1 - F2)(81 + 82)) Uo - F2(F1 - F2)Ue 2 . 

+{j(F1 - F2)(2 - 81 - 82) - kF1(81 + 82 - 2) 

-kF2 (82 - 81)} [1 + (:;O_l)b + a] 
+k {F1(81 + 82 - 2) + F1 (82 - 8t}} m]. (31) 

To solve (31) with less independent variables, define the auxiliary variables J.Li (i = 
1,2,3) from the next relationships: 

(32) 

which lead to 

F2 F2 F2 
F1 = ---- = ----- = - => J.L2 = 2 - J.L1, J.L3 = 1 - J.L1. (33) 

1 - J.L1 1 - J.L2 J.L3 

To simplify the subsequent calculations, we introduce the constant J.L1 = F1 = kb' 
without loss of generality since k and {3' are of free design. Thus, the relationships J.L1 = 
FlpIF2 = F1 = k{3' from (33) with F2 satisfying (32) lead to an equivalent expression 
for (18) as follows: 

Gos = [1 + (tT - l)b] 
(1- b)d+ (1 +a)tT 

-k(81 + 82 - 2) + k(J.L1 - 1)(82 - 81)} [1 + !t~~ l)b + a] 
+k {(81 + 82 - 2) + (1 - J.Lt}(82 - 8t)} m 

(34) 
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= (1 ~ ~d(~ (~ ~~)tT [(m - a) (1 + (tT - l)b) - tTloJ , (35a) 

[1 + (tT - l)b] 
= 

{(I - b)d + (1 + a)tT} [~81(k - j) + ~82(2k - j) + ~j - 2k] 

{ (1 2 (q-1 2) 2k 
X 81 '37l'O + 9 81 - '3 Uo + '3 m 

q(2 1 4 (2.4)[ tT10 ]) 
+81 gUO - '37l'O + '3 km - '31 + '3 k 1 + (tT _ l)b + a 

( 2 . ) [tT1o ] 4 ~ } 
+2 '31 + .2k 1 + (tT _ l)b + a - 2km - 27 Ue 

= {(I - b)d + (1 + a)tT} [~81(k - j) + ~82(2k - j) + ~j - 2k] 
[1 + (tT - l)bJ 

x +a [ tTlo ] 
1 + (tT - l)b 

x [21 (2 - 81 - 8f) + 2k (2 - ~81 - ~8~)] 

1 ( q) 4 (q-1 1) + -81 1 - 81 7l'0 + - 81 - - 8iUo 
3 9 3 

(35b) 

which is positive provided that 
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any p > O. (36) 

Thus, the following result follows: 

COROLLARY 2. Assume Case 2 (i.e., h = 1) with J.L1 = 2/3 = F1 and arbitrary positive 
81 and that (32)-(33) hold. Thus, Theorem 2 holds with positive exogenous government 
expenditure component given by (35.b) provided that the investment is given by (36) 
for any given admissible triple (Uo, 71'0, Ue) of nonnegative scalars. The given growth of 

I 'l'b . . u.~' h d' . rf' pnchl ·'th unemp oyment eqUll num pomt e IS reac e m tIme iO = k{3'-(k2{3,2_4k{3'j)1/2 Wl 

{3' = ¥ = 3~ and J.L = l+(tz;,-1)b[lk - {3] which satisfies Assumption 1 if {3 < 3~' If 
{3 ~ 32k then Assumption I is violated. , 

Proof (outline). If (35)~36) hold with any positive p then GOB = (1!~£~(~!~)tTP and 
10 are both positive. The remaining of the relations follow from (3), (6) and (28). 

Note that the choice of 81 is crucial to choose T and to design GOB in a trade-off 
context. 

, . 
REMARK 2. The established models have a nice interPretation if Assumption I either 
holds or it is violated, namely, for positive or nonpositive unemployment support de
pending on its evolution rate. Assume J.L ~ 0 (i. e., Assumption I holds). Thus {3' > {3 
({3 < 32k)' that is, the expected inflation and the unemployment level become decreased 
for a given growth of money wage (see, (M3) - Eq. 7 and 2b) at the expense of increasing 
the taxes since J.L ~ 0 (Eq. 4). Alternatively, the growth of money wage can be decreased 
by increasing {3 over 2/3k (i.e., the wages become moderately increased) with negative 
J.L (i. e., Assumption I is violated). This implies that the taxes do not increase (i. e., they 
remain either fixed or decreasing) since the government expenditure are either fixed to a 
constant Gos (if J.L is zero) or decreasing (if J.L is negative) implying, from (la) and (Ic), 
that the national income (and then the taxes) do not increase. In the case, that expense 
is time-decreasing; a positive lower-bound for the overall government expenditure Gmill 

has to be fixed what implies tha~ the JL-coefficient for unemployment support must satisfy 
the constraint IJ.LI ~ Go. ['pili!!! 'jn order to keep the constraint of.positive government ex
penditure. At the same time, the rates of growths of unemployment and expected inflation 
grow with {3' in (M3). In the first-case, there is a gradual-in-time government expendit~re 
in unemployment support and ,Assumption 1 is satisfied. However, in the second one, 
(i.e., Assumption 1 is violated), there is less gradual expenditure in unemployment sup
port while a more important punctual goverl)m~nt expenditure arises through the choice 
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of a fixed expenditure Gos sufficiently larger than Gmin. It becomes apparent from the 
above comments that the better government strategy to keep people happy is the first one 
since a taxes readjustment can be decided with some delay related to the wages policy. 
Note also that the time needed to reach the suited unemployment growth rate objective 
can be regulated through the choice of 81 and the various associated constants which 
modify the necessary government exogenous expenditure and investment. Note also the 
following immediate consequence of Corollary 2. 

COROLLARY 3. If the constraints of Case 2 are satisfied then J.1. = (1-b)dip+a)tT (3~ -
(3)Gos so that it is proportional to the required exogenous expenditure required to reach 
a given fje in time T given in Corollary 2 for both situations, Le., {3 < 3~ (Le., Assump
tion 1 holds) or (3 ~ 32k' 

Proof. It follows directly from Corollary 2 and its proof. 

4. Limited Government Expenditure 

Two more realistic situations are now considered, namely: 
(a) the government expenditure is proportional to the national income; 
(b) the government expenditure is bounded by a prefixed bound. 
Situation (a) is reduced to situation (b) after some calculations. 

4.1. Government Expenditure Being Proportional to the National Income 

In this case, Go = 9Y, some positive real constant 9. From (1) and (3), one gets 

.. Y =. a - bT t 10 + Go 
1-b ' 

G Y a .:... bT + 10 + Go . 
o. = 9 = 9---:----:"---'-

1-b 
= _9_(1- bb')Go + _9_(1- bb')Io + _9_(a - ba'), 
1~b . 1-b 1-b 

and, recalculating Go from(37b), 

Go = [1"': b + 9(~ + b' -1)] [(1 - bb')Io + a - ba'] , 

(37a) 

(37b) 

(38) 

which has to be positive for formulation coherency. This is guaranteed if, from (38) and 
(3) 

J, _ pI1 - b + 9(b + b' - 1) + a'b - a] 
o - . 1- bb' 

= P [1 - b + 9(b + b' -1)] [1 + (tT - 1)b] + a(1 - b)(d - 1) 
(1 - bb') [1 + (tT - l)b] 

(39) 
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for any real positive p. The substitution of (39) into (38) with the definitions of a' and b' 
in (3) leads directly to a positive bounded government expenditure Go = pg. 

4.2. Upper-Bounded Government Expenditure 

In this case, there is Go > 0 such that Go < Go. If the expenditure is proportional 
to the national income (Section 4.1) Go = p*g ~ pg = Go some known positive real 
constfmt p*, all positive p ~ p* provided that 10 satisfies (39). Thus, both situations can be 
described with a unified analysis in terms of boundedness of the government expenditure. 

From Assumption 1 Go = Gos + p,U(t) ~ Go for all t ~ o. ~ince Sl,2 have negative 
real parts for each positive real constant e, there exist positive real constants 0 = O(e) 
and To = To(e,o) such that De ~ U(t) ~ e all t ~ To provided that Uo ~ o. Thus, 

it suffices that Gos + JLe ~ Go => JL ~ JL* = Go ~GQ'. (In the case of Section 4.1, 

JL ~ JL* = e·g~Go.) with To = Iln 011/1s11 being chosen sufficiently large in the Finite
time Final-point Algorithm. All the topics dealt with in Sections 2-3 are reformulated 
according to this issue. Thus, note in particular: 

(1) Case 1 of Section 3. In Corollary 1, Eq.25, 13' is checked with 

for bounded expenditure. If the expenditure is proportional to the income then 

./ * p*g - Gos 
JL:::"JL = e 

(2) Case 2 of Section 3. Corollary 2 holds with JL = 1+(t:;,-1)b[32k - 13] ~ JL* and 

13 = 32k - tTe ~~~;n:.tbl ; JLle(O, ~) leads to the necessary value in the wages policy of 

model (M2). In the case of expenditure being proportional to the income Go = gp with 
p being used in the investment Eq. 39. 

5. Numerical Simulations 

The following parametrization has been chosen for the model: a = 0.5, b = 0.3, 

tT = 0.1, l = 0.2, a = 0.4, 13 = 0.2, j = 0.8, k = 1.51, h = 0.7, JL = 0.6 (i.e., 
the parameter indicating the contribution of unemployment level to the government ex

penditure in Assumption 1), d = 0.11. That choice results in the intermediate parameters 
a' = 0.173973, b' = 0.684932, a" = 0.858904,13' = 0.610959. The eigenvalues of the 

. matrix of dynamics of the·systemBq. 8 become -0.637123 ± 0.649208i. The control
lability to the origin for extended controls being (3.87584,1.101317,24.6321, 2.4576)T 
and (2.4576; 1.101317, 3.87584, 24:(321)T and, both having identical Euclidean norms 

being 25.0802 are shown in Fig. la and lb versus time from 1 sec; to 2 secs., respec
tively. The vertical axis is the Euclidean norm of all the initial states 'of (8) which can 
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State Norm 
1. 

1.2 
1 

0.75 
O. 

0.2 

M. DelaSen 

--~-------------controllability Time 
1.2 1.6 2 

Fig. la. Controllability to the origin of several initial states versus controllability-time with extended control 
components (3.87584, Il. 01317. 24.6321, 2.4576) on the interval [1,2] sec. 

State Norm 
1. 

1.2 
1 

0.7 
0.5 

0.2 
--~-------------controllability Time 
1.2 1.6 2 

Fig. lb. Ibid. with extended control components (2.4576,1.101317,3.875843,24.6321). 

State Versus 
1. 0007 

Input 

1.0006 
1.0005 
1. 0004 
1. 0003 
1.0002 
1.0001 

1.2 1.6 2 
. Time 

Fig. le. Relative values of the vertical axis shown in Figs. la-lb. 

be driven to the origin with both given controls in different times belonging to such an 
interval. In particular, the initial states corresponding to t = 1 sec. for Figs. 1 a-I b are, re
spectively, (11.879, 25.4344)T and (9.07088, 21.2484)T of respective Euclidean norms 
28.0716 and 23.1036. It can be seen that both graphics are almost identical as emphasized 
by the corresponding relative values shown in Fig. lc. 

In Fig. 2, the three first components of the input are kept identical to the above ex
periment while the fourth one (i. e., the a - parameter of the initial model) is calculated 
so that the same initial. state (11.879, 25.4344)T is driven to the origin in different times 
over the time interval [1, 2] (Fig. 2a) and [ 0.1, 0.2 ] (Fig. 2b). Note that the shapes of 
both figures are almost identical. The interpretation of those results relies on the influence 
of the constant term of the rate of growth of money wage in the Inflation-Unemployment 
model (2) through the a-parameter to drive an initial state to the origin faster or slower 
when the remaining input components in (8) are maintained constant. It is seen that a 
decreases as time increase so that a smaller constant term is allowed in such a model to 
drive the same initial state to the origin. 
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20 

15 

10 

~------~------~------~------~-Time 
1 1.5 2 

Fig.2a. a - parameter versus controllability-time for the experiment of Fig. la. Time Interval [1.2] sec. Initial 
state components (11.879. 25.3344). 
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Fig. 2b. a - parameter versus controllability-time for the experiment of Fig. 2a over the time interval [0.1.0.2] 
sec. 

Finally, the experiment is repeated with the same initial state over the time interval 
[0.1,0.3] by keeping Cl = 2.4576 and the second and third input components as in the 
experiment of Fig. 1 b while its first component (i. e., the exogenous investment) is varied. 
The results are shown on Fig. 3. It is seen that the required investment for controllabil
ity to the origin decreases as time increases for the given initial state of the combined 
Unemployment-Expected Inflation Dynamic Model Eq. 8. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has dealt with the investigation of the dynamic relationships between 
level of unemployment and government expenditure. A stable and controllable infla
tion/imemployment model has been first obtained with respect to the exogenous input 
vector defined by investment government expenditure and money balance. The govern
ment expenditure has been decomposed into two (namely, exogenous and unemployment-
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Exogenous Investment 

~------*-------~--------~'Time 

0.1 0.2 0.3 

Fig. 3. Exogenous investment 10 versus controllability-time for the experiment of Fig. lb. Time interval [0.1, 
0.3] sec. 

dependent) additive components. The first component is associated with a fixed expen
diture at a given time while the second one is associated with a gradual unemployment 
financial support. It is seen that, in fact, the design of the second expenditure component 
can be substituted by an appropriate redesign of the first one what means that the financial 
support for a prefixed level of unemployment support can be equivalently spent either at a 
fixed time or gradually during a suitable time interval. A trade-off between the final suit
able value of the unemployment level and the time required to reach such a level has to 
be performed. Special emphasis is devoted to the cases when the government expenditure 
is bounded or proportional to the national income. 
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Nedarbo Iygio ir su juo susijusiq vyriausybes islaidq saveikos 
valdomumo ir pusiausvyros analize 

Manuel de la SEN 

Sis darbas, tai - s/lveikos, susiejancios nedarbo lyg~ su vyriausybes iSlaidomis ekonominiuose 
modeliuose, valdomumo ir pusiausvyros studija. Cia yra nagrinejami tie idomus atvejai, kai vy
riausybes iSlaidos yra arba apribotos, arba netiesine nacionalinill pajamll funkcija. Analizuojant 
kaip Keinesio statin~ nacionalinill pajamll, taip ir diferencijalin~ Filipso tipo nedarbo-inftiacijos 
modelius yra gauti savitarpio santykiai tarp abiejll kintam!l.ill, 0 biitent, tarp nedarbo augimo lygio 
ir vyriausybes iSlaidll. Abu jie yra panaudoti naujo jungtinio modelio gavimui, eliminuojant bendr/l 
kintam'li\ - "mokescius", ~vest/l investicijoms ir vyriausybes islaidoms. 


